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KNOWING EACH OTHER THROUGH AIDS VIDEO:

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN AIDS ACTIVIST
VIDEOMAKERS

Alex, Juanita, and the Women's AIDS Video Enterprise
Alex's Introduction

1985 there have been thousands upon thousands of videmapc, about
· AIDS produced outside of broadcast television by and for communities as di_verse as black gay men into sadism and masochism, Hispamc teens who are
homeless, or Jewish parents of persons with AIDS (PWAsl. In unprecedented
volume. individuals, communities, and organinitions have used inexpensin~
video technology to speak about and to AIDS. a brutal biological phenomenon
with massive personal and political impact. People affected by AIDS videotape
marches and protests, oral and anal sex with dental dams. funerals, wnmcn
feeding sick babies-the shapes and sounds of living in a world with AIDS. 1
watch. make. and write about such work to understand why there is so much
of it. how or if it is different from other media. how it affects it, viewers and
makers, and what, if anything, it accomplishes in the face of AIDS.
In my work I attempt to make sense of and enact a cultural practice rooted
in both a distrust and a celebration of representation and the deepest arnh1va
fence about the uses, meaning, and power of the media. 1 learn many things
from and about AIDS activist video. For instance, unlike commercial television
or Hollywood film, it is inexpensive to make and distribute and requires little
technical know-how or professional credentials. In contrast lo traditional ethnographic film, the "disempowerecl others" uf our society have access to the
form, technical apparatus, and authorship of representational work aboul their
condition. Yet unlike so much of the camcorder production currently being
promoted on broadcast television-featuring slapstick. catastrophe, amateur
gaffes-activist producers use the medium to articulate carefully constructed
ideological positions made to convince others of who they are and what they
believe. if not at least to communicate these things.
Activist video production challenges current theories and practices of media
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as ll en"ds not annthcr field of dominance begging for resistance or negotiation
hut mstead a ,1lc !"or intimate and local identification and consolidation. Yet, of
cour,c. making a low-budget, alternative. or activist AIDS video does not grant
\OU hegemonic control, nor does it abate bodily pain nr bring back the dead.
Or due~ II ' I ,aw my friend Jim ki,sing a cute East Village clone a few nights
ago in rhe Ca,tro Theater. Jim has been dead for a year and a half. His image,
a ·pan nf the crowd at an ACT UP "kiss-in" in Gregg Bordowitz's video hist
Trip. L,,11/!. Drop. propelled me hack to him.
The gains of activist video are small--one viewer recognizing, at last. what
dental dams arc for: one viewer bringing hack the dead. But after seeing so
many of the,e videotapes, l am certain that these isolated effects begin to explain the motivation for this unprecedented media movement which is perhaps
the l!rst political and ,<)Cial cause to he told and made and seen and fought. to
,uch a large extent. through video. And there are other reasons. The AIDS
c·ll1111111.111ity is vast, diverse. di,persed: to reach other, you must speak carefully,
taking acu>unl uf difference, taking ,tock in your own position, taking respon,ihili;v for the real effects of words. This is where video's power of scripting,
usmg.talentcd and knowledgeable interviewees. editing. and VCR exhibition
are ,o unponant for the movement. Video allows words to be spoken with care
and pn.:cision and on places many ,peakers could never go. The AIDS crisis is
without origin. center. logic: to speak of it, or within it, or to it, you inevitably
c1Hn·cr,c from a position where identny is both certain and uncertain. as are
..:nrnmunity, politics, and meaning. Thus AIDS activists use video which is a
medium itself based upon many of the contradictions found underlying AIDS.
Video i~ both impermanent (image, which can be edited. digitized, or lost due
10 magnets or time J and frozen (a face in a crowd can he recorded and live as
an 1m:ge more finally than hi, own mortality). Video is both entirely objecti,1e
( the camera\ mimetic hold on reality) and subjective tour abilities to mold that
realllv to our liking). Video is both precise and technical, like biology. and
crc'am·e and political, like poetry.
rhc overwhelming needs to counter the (mis)information about AIDS repre,cntcd on broadcast television, to represent the underrepresented experiences
to the cnsi,. to communicate with others who feel equally unheard, coincide
\\ ith the formation of a new condition of media practice, the low-end, low-tech
video production enabled by new technologies like the camcorder, VCR. incxpcn,ive editing. and cable. Thus the new possibility of media production for
tho<;e mdividuab and communities who could never afford or master it. rn.:currcd jw,t as there was a '-<JCial crisis of massive proportions and multiple
dimension, that begged to be represented in a manner available to the most and
the least economically and culturally privileged. The politics of AIDS---the
diverse demand, for a better quality of life for the people affected by this epidemic- are well matched by the potentials and politics of video.
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This is what alternative AIDS TV i, about: the use of video produdion to
form a local response to AIDS, to articulate a rebuttal to or rcvi;,ion of the
mainstream media's definitions and representations of AIDS. and to a form
community around a new manner of political identity forced into existence hy
the fact of AIDS. The process of producmg alternative AIDS media is a political act that allows people who need to ,cream with pain or anger. who want
to say, ''I'm here, I count," who have internali1:ed sorrow and despair, who
have vital information to share about drug protocols. coping strategies, or government inaction. to make their opinion, public and to join with others in this
act of resistance. The process of viewing alternative AIDS televi\lon-lying
on a couch at home watching a VCR. sitting at church, or joined with friends
and neighbors at a local screening- -is always an invitation to join a politici1:ed
community of diverse people who are unified. temporarily and for strategic
purposes, to speak back to AIDS, to speak hack to a government and society
that has mishandled this crisis. and to speak out to each other. Thus AIDS video
exists for the same reason most political, cultural production does-just faster,
or newer, or more desperate-because in the face of horror people are motivated to do whatever they can in whatever forum that they can get their
hands on.
Yet although I am certain that it is important to theorize how AIDS videoin its quantity. trendiness. impact---has altered the media landscape. in this
piece I attempt to do something different, or at least to approach this concern
from a different vantage. Rather than from the outside in, here I intend to look
at AIDS video from the inside out: what it feels like to make it, to put your
hands on a camera, to work with others. to be vulnerable and powerful all at
once. In this dialogue I will use one of my own video project,-the Women's
AIDS Video Enterprise (WAVE)-as a jumping-off point. But instead of describing the project as whole and how it fits into the larger activist video scene,
I wish to home in on what I am certain is another critical impetus behind a
!!Teat deal of the production and viewing of AIDS activist work. namely. its
~wer to allow people who are different from each other to "know each other,"
as well as to know themselves (at least a, they wish to he known on videotape).
At the end of this introduction I will outline the Wnmen's AIDS Video Enterprise as background for a much more difficult enterprise, an attempt to engage in a mutual and respectful dialogue with a fellow member of this project-my friend and colleague Juanita Mohammed-who is also. at least
superficially. something like my polar opposite. Like so much ethnography_
(and most of the work in this book), we are separated by the typical markers of
difference, with the imbalance of power seemingly on my side of the binaries
of race, class, education, and profession. But I hope that this dialogue with
Juanita evidences how our participation in an activist AIDS video project differs from (while sometimes rese111hL11g) the typical interactions between film-
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maker and suhjccl in both ethnographic and mainstream media--processe,
whi,:h snvc lo preserve, unexamined, power imbalance and prevailing assumptions about difference. We hope lo ,how how many of the distinct reature, of
camcorder video allow for such rnteractiom.
We are inlen:sted in w,ing this forum to understand the ohstacles and bridges
incurred by crnss-culturaL activist_ and educational video production. To this
purpose we haw attempted lo devise a form for writing that both acknowledges
the power disparities that frame every act of 111terpersonal communication
while wurking to ameliorate and question them. This was also the motivation
behmd the WAVE pro1ecl, and, as is evidenced in the discussion of that project
beluw, we both succeeded and failed. The structure for our dialogue is simple,
if al tir,t a little off-pulling. We each conceived of five questions to pose lo
ourself and our friend about the meaning, importance, allCI theory of activist
AIDS video. After writing our answers lo these questions in isolation, we
shared them with the other conversant, who edited and critiqued them. Finally,
we met and discussed our amwcrs, the piece as a whole, and the process. (These
after-the-fact conversations are identified by the use of italics.) Although the
only instances of "real" dialogue (two friends and colleagues talking together
m persnn) in the piece, it is important to understand how initially writing our
individual responses in private liberated us lo have these later, difficult, inperson conversations about the WAVE project, about video, about ourselves
and each other.
I met Juanita in the winter of 1990, when we joined up with four other
\\urnerr trom Rrooklyn and one woman from Queens in an innovative "video
,uppurt group" of my design. WAVE was organiLed to empower women from
the communities disproportionately affected by AIDS (urban, lower-income
women ol color) to produce their own educational video through the structure
of a long-term AIDS support group. I hoped that this structure would serve to
disper.se the imbalances of power typical of educational video projects where
an outsider enters a community with a project and process already in mind. At
this ,tage in my AIDS activist video career I had already made one too many
videos "'about'' pour. HIV -positive women of color. Yet the support group
would ,till allow me to continue to make use of the knowledge and power
(mPnev, skills. equipment, education) that I had. Coupling video education
wah an AIDS ,uppon group seemed an obvious choice for other reasons as
well. Integrating video production into a typical AIDS support group gave the
group a focus. an output, and a method of communication. Integrating a suppun gruup into the production ot cmnmunity-specitic AIDS educational material acknowledged the complexity uf making public the very private cxpericnn', of AIDS, e,pec·ially for women.
Dm111g twcnt) -two three-hour ,cs,ions. Aida. Sharon, Carmen, Marcia,
Cik11da. Juanita. and! rnel tu discuss AIDS, the media, the politics of represen-
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lation, and video production. We shared the goab of video education, AIDS
support, and video production. hut had little else in common. In our group were
six women of color and one white woman: working women, housewives, and
the unemployed; women with a great deal of education and some with very
little; women who had a variety uf relations to HIV, through infected spouses.
relatives, or friends. or through political or religious commitments to the crisis
The seven of us held in common only two readily apparent traits: nur gender
and our commitment lo making a contribution toward abating the affech of the
AIDS crisis.
From these similarities. and across all our other differences, we formed a
temporary community and collectively produced three videos: \Ve Cure: A
Video for Care Providers of People Affected bv AIDS: WA\!E: Self Portraits.
and A WAVE Taste,: We Care is widely distributed. We se111 out nearly une
thousand copies of the tape free of charge to community AIDS service organizations across the country. The tape has been shown in major art museums,
AIDS conferences, churches, and in group members' living moms. The effects
of the group continue for the participants: in economic terms, as the tape continues to make money; in activist terms, as we continue to take the tape ln
people and organizations that can use it; in emotional terms, because over four
years later we are still friends. Juanita has gone on to achieve a career in AIDS
educational media. She is currently working full time for the Gay Men's Health
Crisis (GMHC) "Living with AIDS" cable program. Glenda has worked on
several other videos al her job at the Brooklyn AIDS Task Force (BAT[').
Sharon is currently organizing a tape on anger. I focus upon the succe,s of this
group, and our video project. because it points to the most powerful and unique
aspect of alternative AIDS media: the strategic and conscious claiming of identity and recognition of community across differences for the accomplishment
of shared and progressive ends in the face of an epidemic.
Juanita's I11troductio11

When I signed up for the WAVE project, little did I realize that the prnduccr
Alex Juha,L would be instrumental in transforming my life. She awakcn,'d 111y
self from a deep sleep. My self had been locked away becaus,' of ec"nornics.
family, peer disapproval, and self-abasement. For tou long no one had reaffirmed my talent; no one trusted me enough to show me how to u,e it. l rnti 1
that time I had let gn of my dream to be a director. Instead, I had devoted m:,,,clf
to working with PWA. You can not imagine the tlame that tlickered when Ale.,
let me take home her expensive video camera. To be able lo use il without
guidance gave me the determination and courage tu put forth my ideas. I ,,a,
truly afraid to use the camera. I knew my hands would shake. Tilus in the tir,t
segment that l shot l purposefully tried ln 111ake it look like an artistic endea1ur
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hy shunting body parts here and there. As we looked at videos by other videomakers. I alway, fantasized about making the same type of videos and working
\Vith the people who make them. To me, that's just what it would rcmain---·a
fantasy. It's amanng that I am now a peer with those very same people.
In the beginning the WAVE project was, in my eyes. Alex Juhasz's vision. l
saw her as the director-that when she asked for ideas she was really doing
research to help her do her own project. Although she said we would use the
camera. I always thought it was in the context of using it under her direction.
But my ,ipinion changed as we began to work on the video. I think the time I
look the camera home to shoot my self-portrait was so successful because Alex
had trusted me to take it home. I probably worried more about the safety of the
camera than the project.
Trust was what the WAVE project was built on. Alex trusted us to stay committed and focw,ed. We trusted her to listen and understand us. We trusted each
other to be nonjudgmental and caring. When one of us did not show up, the
others were concerned. When we were together. we were like a family, full of
bickering, favoritism, stupidity. When I think back. I always wonder why we
didn't tape our group sessions. We all claim we just didn't think about it. But
thes<: w,,re the scenes which should have been on tape. These would he scenes
which showed u, bonding, crying, sharing, taking. and giving.
When l first met Alex. she was the "white girl." As I got to work with her
she became my mentor. Only after she gained my trust did she become my
friend. It is my mentor with whom I am corresponding in this dialogue. But it
1s my friend with whom I have chosen to discuss two of the most important
facets uf my life. AIDS and video production are on the same scale for me. For
Lhis reason. being able to discuss them with someone I trust, respect, and envy
teaches me more than any school ever could.

The Questions
Alex's Questions
I ) Describe yourself in relation LO AIDS.
2.) Describe Alex/Juanita in relation to AIDS.
l) Whal have you learned about yourself through AIDS video production?
-+) What have you learned about [the other conversant] through AIDS video
production?
'i) What is the relationship between AIDS. community, and video''

Juanita's Questions
I ) Whal preconceived prejudices. stereotypes, or biases do you start out with
when doing a video dealing with a community of people either infected or
affected by AIDS'/
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2) What are the personal issues you have tn deal with when you enter irno a
group dealing with AIDS where you are the "other··.,
3) Is it necessary to detach when dealing with an AIDS grnup· 1 How do you
manage to detach from the real emotions. or do ynu ·.1
4) Coming from an academic, middle-class background. how do you adapt Lhat
to dealing with people who come from poor, working-class backgroumls and
have very little education 1
5) Why do you think it's important to allow communities to tell their HIV/
AIDS stories through video· 1

Answers to Alex's Questions
Describe yourself in relation to :HDS.
Juanita: I tlwuxht this would he an easy question, hut it ll'llS th<' hardest 10
answer. Jfigurt'd that I'd he st'l(effacinr,1- BIil I didn't mind .1a_ving tlic rhing1
I was xood m, the posiril·c things, that I was 111/ented.
Alex: This is also a hard question for me, hw more fr>r the issue o( i11fcctio11
l'ersus heing affected. For myself: I knoH· 1m>/imndlv how I mn afjecred b_v
AIDS, hut in a public statement like an article. l .Jmd I am l'<'n' dejcnsi1·c.
Juanita: I hal'e the same defensil'l'lless. Bur I feel it through jealousv. When
I'm with a group o( people who are all HIV-positil·e, 1her wem to he so
happy andfriendl_v. I'm the sole outside,: It's i/lugical, hut the_y seem so close
and you can never he in it.
JUANITA: When I think about it, it seems easy to describe myself in relation
to AIDS. The immediate answer would be, I am a person who is concerned
about people with AIDS. However, once I am forced to look into it, I have lo
admit that it is much more complex. I see myself as an information gatherer
and dispenser. My biggest function is to act as a conduit dispensing and acquiring information. This information comes from those I see as the "real"
people who are affected and infected. This is information which is generally
ignored or not allowed to be valued by the general public; it is information on
humanity that they need to know. An important role in this concept is that I do
not add my agenda. nor do I hide the fact that I am also a part of this issue.
When I tape a family, I am allowing the viewer to ,ee themselves. I am putting a face on a disease. Through my private and public talks with people I
interview. I come to see them not as tokens. political tuob, or numbers, but
as people. I guess this is the public description of my work and myself.
The second part which I would describe as my private ,elf is much more
complex because it has more roles. There is the part who, like everyone else.
is afraid of AIDS. who still does not practice what I preach hafer sex). some
one who still wants to tind a fall guy. On the other extreme. there is the outreach educator who puts on an optimistic face and goes out to preach the safer
sex word every day in any little way. he it by wearing buttons, giving out
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'b Alex/Juanita in relation to AJD5.

pamphlets, correcting statements, handing out condoms, or volunteering. The
me who is a buddy is the hardest to describe, as she is the one who is the most
unsure of herself, the self who has to deal directly with a person who i, positive ,ma clay-to-day basis. never knowing what will develop, good or bad.
A1 EX: I am a woman who believes herself to be HIV-negative. (I was last
tested in J 990. hut have not practiced safer i,ex with either my male or female
l,lver s111cc that test). I have heen involved with AIDS activism, education,
vidc,, production. and scholarship since l 987. Since then I have produced
videos, written several scholarly arucles and my dissertation (now a book I
on the representation of AIDS, watched my best friend die painfully of HIVrelated illnesses, known of many other friends and colleagues who have died
nr are currently dealing with HIV infection, and have organi7ed within my
,mall college community around issues concerning HIV and college students.
When I think of myself in relation to AIDS, I see that it is probably the
largest political, intellec!Ual, personal, biological, sexual, social, and metaphysical force that has structured and given meaning and focus to my adult
life, even as I am not infected by HIV.
Like Juanita. I struggle with what it means to have dedicated myself to a
cause which affects but docs not infect me. This was particularly difficult in
the early years of my activism, when as a straight, white, highly educated
woman engaging in a crisis thought to be affecting only gay men and lowincome people of color. Although my activism was precisely to make others
,,ee whal already seemed clear to me-that AIDS was an issue for everyone
v. ho was ,exually active or used intravenous drugs-there was still an undertone at places like ACT UP, GMHC. or BATF that I was colonizing others'
issues and pain. Today I continue to struggle with my distance and difference
from the ma.1ority of people infected hy HIV. and I struggle with what moti,·ates me.
And then I k11ow. I remember. AIDS hecame my issue in 1987 hecause I
recognized that ll was a crisis building upon what directly affects and angers
me: sexism, racism, sexual conservatism, and a healthcare system rooted in
capitalism. AIDS was my issue in l 987 because I understood that all sexual
people ( white and hlack, straight and gay, educated and less educated) were at
risk for HIV. AIDS continues to be my issue hecause it has scarred by vision
of mortality, humanity, dignity, and sexuality.
I continue to feel uncomfortable ahout struggling for an issue which does
not directly affect (infect) me until I remind myself how limited is this vision
AIDS--a i;lobal catastrophe that personally affects many of our lives, that
politically and economically affects all of our lives, and that exposes the hypocrisy, greed, and indifference under which it is suggested we continue to
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scribed ln the context of the WAVE projeet I learned that Juanita was an ex-

trarndmanly prnducti\e, creative community activist; a mother of two young
children: married tll a Bangladeshi: a funny. shy. beautiful black woman; a
little-tutored artistic genius; a part-time college student; a full-time housing
in,pector·. a woman concerned with a great many issues that affect poor
people of color: a person who has always wanted tu tell stories with film.
Knowing Juanita as I do now. I would guess that her initial motivation to
do volunteer AIDS work was much like mine: a personal and political commitment to combating the sexism, racism. homophobia. and economic oppression that she confronts daily from the mainstream culture and often from
withm her own community. She has told me that she faces more oppression.
disapproval. and hlockage from her own community than from outside it. I
would guess that AIDS gave her a focus for all of those concerns and a site
upon which to enact the enormous amount of energy. passion, and desire,
which fills and sometimes paralyzes her, to work with and know others. It has
provided a field nf action that allows her to work within her community as
well as to move into others.
Four wars later, because of her work for GMHC and her activism outside
of the agency. I helieve that Juanita Mohammed has come into a new professional and creative: power because of and through AIDS. She has made countle.,s AIDS videos. done even more AIDS educational forums in her neighborhood and throughout New York City. has made (and lost) many friends, and
has come into her own as an AIDS activist video maker.

What have you learned about yourself through AIDS
JJideo production?

Juanita: I hadn't realiz.ed I'd learned anwhini. When I answered the question
I was anw:ed at all I had learned. I see the changes I made personally. This
1,·as one ofvour analv::.ini questions and it got 011 my nerves.
Alex: What do you mean hv "analv:ing ·· :'
Juanita: Asking me a question that I'm going to have to think hard about, that's
~oing lo open me up. make me think about who I 1vas. where I am, and where
I'm ~oing.
1/ex: I go through different moods about this work. On paper, for this answer,
f"m 1·erv positive. Rut in fact I'm often more cynical about AIDS video production. Mar/Je not ahow what it's like to do the work, but ahout what it
wkes to t.;el energized and commitled to do it because it's so much work,
f1111ding i1. remaining optimistic and enthusiastic. With all the hard pans, it's
eas,· io fr,rget how much _vou get from it.
Ji L\NIIA: Through AIDS video production I have learned many things
about myself. the most important heing that I have a talent and skill that I can
u,c to help other,. In producing AIDS video I have been able to see myself
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more clearly. It has helped me in nvercoming my reluctance to meet peopk
different from mvself. I realize that even though I do not always agree with
different people:I am still able to be open to their ideas and helief,.
While I have an excellent vocabulary. it was not until I got involved in
AIDS video production that I felt the freedom to use it. Dealing with diverse
populations has reinforced my belief that no matter what_ race. class, sexual
orientation, or gender, the human family continues to stnve to survn:e. The
gay and straight family still worry about insurance coverage, the Catholic
family can be as dysfunctional as the Muslim and Baptist family. The poor,
single mother can be just as confused as the multigenerational family.
.
AIDS video production has also allowed me to see that I can be mechamcal. That although my hands shake there are tools like the tripod and stah1lizer. Tools like this have enabled me to teach children, handicapped people.
and illiterate individuals to use the camera to get their ideas acros,. In terms
of conveying ideas or information. the video camera has proven to be an excellent time-saving visual tool.
Because when I make AIDS video I have to ask personal questions and
make decisions that effect the lives of others, I have come to learn what I will
and will not accept, deny. or exploit. For example, even though an HIVpositive person might want to self-disclose on camera. if I feel they are not
able to accept the fallout from this disclosure I will allow them to say _what
they choose hut I will not use the tape for hroadcast._ Yet _at the same time.
even if I strongly disapprove of a person's ideas, I will still broadcast them.
This has helped me see myself as a responsible educator. Once. when videotaping, I asked a question which caused the interviewee to cry. From_ a voyeuristic position, I thought it was great, but felt uncomfortable showmg a person in a vulnerable state. So I shot it again when she was more composed. On
showing it to Alex and the other women in WAVE, we all decided that the
segment without the crying got the point across, while the segment with the
crying took the focus off the point.
_
.
.
I have come to the conclusion that Juanita can he flexible. The idea of making choices was something 1 shunned hefore: I did not _wanuo take the responsibility. Today I am willing to make choices and hve with the conse-_
quences. If not for AIDS video production, I would stiH he workmg _at a .1oh 1
hate, still hanging out with people who were narrow mmded, still thmkmg nt
myself first. I would still be a phony. denying my bisewality t~ the world,
denying my humanity to myself. AIDS video product10n has given me the
freedom to be my real self.
.
.
ALEX: Through AIDS video production I learn many different thmgs which
help me. First, I learn that I am not alone in my grief, anger, pam, or even
daily experiences with AIDS. Making (and screening) video is_ a collective act
where I can be engaged with others who are living with and thmkmg through
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tin., crisi, Interviews are the most obvious example of this: a camera between
twu people allows them to conver,e in ways and about issues that are usually
unavailable to them in the real world. But also the immense amount of work
that goes into making a video i, itself an incredibly social act, full of negotiations and attempts at expression, arguments and reconciliation,. Screening
V()ur work is perhaps the most diHicult a,pcct of the communication made
necessary by video production. I always feel very vulnerable showing a
video: during a screening it feels so big and concrete. But the tape between
me and others often provides a ,pringboard for L·onven,ations which would be
Jess comfortable without the video there, especially if I am trying to engage in
convcr,ation with people who seem "different" from myself. A video provide, a common point of reference: "you know that scene where the woman
,hows her house . 'I"
Through ./\JDS video I am also given an opportunity to discuss. challenge,
and expand my own AIDS knowledge: how I understand the politics and implications, as well as the daily experiences, of this crisis. Seeing and speaking
with others about something I'm concerned enough about to make or watch a
video allows me to learn that my ideas and experiences are valid but also lim!led--only one vision of AIDS. only one interpretation. but also something
that might matter to someone else.
I learn that I can make a contribution, somethmg that is valuable to others.
even though I spend 1110,t of my days feeling overwhelmed by the magnitude
of ,uffcnng. indifference, and death which is AIDS. Sometimes I believe that
thi, work is entirely ,eltish---husywork that at least allows you to feel like
yc)u ·re doing something. But this is one way that video is so exceptional. If
you are willing to do the hard work of distribution after the already hard work
of making a tape, you get to see your entirely selfish busywork affect other
people, whcthe1 the work is good or bad, liked or disliked. It's ,uch a public
form. 1-'rom an initial inspiration to feel useful you are forced to actually
1111ag111e and then image what could he of real use to other people.
Of course, this \vork is also frustrating~people don't show up for meeting,. don't get their work done on time. a project always takes more of a per"mal. emotional. and time commitment than I initially expect. So I learn that
l am ,ornetime, intolerant. hut also resolute. I learn that I am committed. as
;ire 111any uthcTS.

Alex: I do11 '1 know whr Will ha\'e this o\'l:restuna!ed view o(who I wn Ull(/ 11}w1
I do.
Juanila: I know 1hat it is wrong con.1ciousl_y, hut it '.11/ie wzconscio11.1 IC1·el thu1
is more di[ficult 10 change.

What hal'e you learned about /the other co11versa11t] through AIDS
video production?

./11011i10: I learned !hut ro11 ure 1101 u.1 .1e._ lire os I .first thought. I a/11·1n-s had
1h, idea 1/wr 1/ WIii slaried cl 17rojccl, YO// knew 11·/w1 l\'Ollid llllfJJJfll. lfro11
11w1h'd ro do !J. H would lw/lpe11 hc/i1re C. I u!irnvs 1hi11k the olhcr person
4110H, ,nor(' thun ,ne.

JUAN! IA: Through AIDS video production I have'. learned many things
about Alex. TI1e first would he her commitment to the use of half-inch video
as a vehicle for involving everyone in the taping process. While her peers
have gone for the political, educational video hlOk, she ha, left her focus ,m
the views of lhe people involved. Her vide,is reflect the hands-on work of the
nonprofessional people she works with. I have seen her pain or happiness
when a friend with HIV got sicker or healthier. Alex i, the type of person who
analyzes everything. She does not allow people to make hlankel statements:
she looks into these statements and makes lhem look into their statements as
well. I believe that Alex has become much more self-assured from working
with the WAVE group. She no longer has to ask constantly for affirmation. In
getting to know her, I have seen Alex a, an individual who dresses and says
what she pleases: a romantic who is in love with everyone being in love.
While she constantly changes hairstyles, her beliefs and commitments rerna111
steady.
Watching Alex in the editing room is amazing. She turns from this liberal
producer who makes sure that everyone is in total agreement into this mother
lion fiercely guarding her cub. Throughout the project she wa, always Wllrricd
if people did not attend meetings. Throughout editing, I think she wa, relieved when we all weren't there. During editing, she came into her total. true
self. She was comfortable showing her expertise, arguing with others, overriding people's opinions, being corrective and political. I think I like this ,ide
of Alex best.
ALEX: Through AIDS video I have learned that Juanita is very vulnerable
and very strong. That she is incredibly nervous and entirely self-assured. That
she longs for more and more and more in her Jife--more people, new experiences, many prnjects------even as she take, comfort in the life she ha,, and often
chooses to stay home rather than go to the events I invite her to. 1haw learned
that Juanita is held hack by the wurld into which she was horn--- hy her race
and class and gender, hy getting married early and having twn kids, by not
getting her college degree in film when ,he began it at eighteen -and that she
is entirely capable of breaking through these confines. Video i, a powerful
tool that allow, someone like Juanita-- whn is not always confident 111 pers, Hl.
who may worry that she might not ,ay something right, nr that she i, the 0111 1
person of color or woman in the mum-- -to take control of a .,ituatiun, both
through the authority of the equipment and the puwer uf editing, wherL' an
argument can he rehearsed. tine-tuned. consolidated. I have learned that
school smarts are only one way to knmv. and that c1eativity i, not ,c,mcthing
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can he karned in ,chool, through books, or even through the access to
ingh culture that money and education allows. I know that Juanita looks up to
me. what I've accomplished, and wonder if she knows that I also look up
LO her.

example was when we shared We Care and other alternative , ickos with a
church group and thi, prompted that church to have an annual AIDS Day and
to publicly open its door to PWAs and their families. When I asked the preacher
why, she said becam,e the people in the congregation thought the videos were
about people like them.
ALEX: I believe that activist AIDS video-its making and viewing provides a format which allows people to form transient hut u,eful communities
around issues that matter to them. By making AIDS 111to video. we make
sense---"not conclusively or irrevncahly. hut partially and tran,itionallv-nf
ourselves and our lives in the face of AIDS" The medium allows us a place to
ruminate and then express. And while this is true of many other modes of
expression. video differs from them in sigmficant way,. Like activism, video
attempts to interpret and interrupt the status quo of both intimate experit:nce
and large institutions; yet it is also permanent. Like academic work. AIDS
video focuses upon analysis, making sense of experience. history. and culture;
but AIDS video is accessihle to many and is most successful when used in
familiar and creative ways. Like other forms of art, video allows us to speak
our individual pain: hut unlike most other forms. video can be a collective act.
Many of us who are profoundly affected hy AIDS m,e video-it's making arn.l
watching-to communicate" Which is not to say that we don't communicate
constantly about AIDS in other forms: on the telephone, over dinner, through
writing. But communication through video allows for other levels of power: a
larger audience, a mimetic hold on history, an accessible and familiar form.
When I make an AIDS video with others -"-those like me and those who are
not-around the issues upon which we can agree, we are making an intervention that will contribute to change. These images serve to confirm a larger,
politicized community-larger than any single AIDS identity-engaged in
an ongoing struggle. Thus alternative AIDS video is about how identities are
turned into communities because of AIDS and through video. The production
and reception of alternative AIDS TV is a form of direct, immediate, productoriented activism which brings together committed individuals who insist
upon being industrious.

What is the relationship between AIDS, community, and video?
Juu11ita: This i.1 mr fcn·orite question. Video production is a connection berwcen the three. You can't hm•e one withollf the other.
·1/ex: This c1ue.1tion is important to me-it's the focus of mv academic work,
/mt al.10 the i11.1piration for it, whv l think that video productio11 is so pown111/ fi1r 111\'se/f' and others. / '111 almost like a missionary, trying to bring
people 111 t~1 tr\' it. People are m rare/_,, afjr1rded the opportunity to thi11k
Izard uhout what the\' belic1•e, to work thmuf.ih how he.it to communicate this
10 others. and then to see this actually put out into the world in aftmn which
cw-r1e.1 autlwritr.
Juanita: OriJiina/1_1·, when I wanted tu go intofi/111, l saw mvse/f"as the director,
a god. Now I don't feel right if' I make a 1•ideo without input from everyone i11vo!ved. This makes Ji1r good teamwork, better videos, and real
reluti,mship.1.

J11 \NITA: I believe the relationship between AIDS, community, and video is
the human side of people being infected and affected by AIDS. By "human
side" I mean the knowledge that the AIDS crisis is affecting real people.
AIDS. the community. and video come toge1her to help educate, support, and
huok up people who need each other-people who otherwise might have
never ,ome together. When a community of penple made up of different and
similar hackgrounds view a video about AIDS, they are allowed the opportu111ty to see that others are going through the same things. Seeing, two gay
men's dedication to their HIV-positive baby in my video Two Men and a
Bahr makes one realize the love gay couples can project. A video like lnvisihlt' Wnmt'n (Ellen ~piro and Marina Alvarez) shows women their connection
with each other: the issues they share such as children. dreams, education,
fears. and strengths. Gregg Bordowitz's video Fast Trip, Long Drop ties the
individual to the community, which in turn ties the community to the individual. When communities feel that AIDS only affects them or overlooks
them. video is an excellent tool to reinforce the motto that AIDS affects
everyone.
During the WAVE project the women in WAVE became the string which
connected the community and AIDS through working on video. For example,
one of the participants who never dealt with politicians called a local politician to interview him on how the community was working on an issue. As a
result of the meeting, the politician learned about agencies dealing with issues
of AIDS and the woman was able to start a support group in the area. Another

Answers to Juanita's Questions
What preconceived prejudices, stereotypes, or biases do you start
out with when doing a video deali11g with a community of people
either infected or affected by AIDS?
Alex: This was the hardest question/or me. It was embarrassing to e>.press to
myself. and especially to others, my prejudices. l prohablv wusn 't exactlv
honest. I had to let mv political understandings ol these issues color my
answers.
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J11011itu: I hated 1hi1· ,1uesti()11, 100. Wht'n I answered, l thought I C()U/d be to·
ra/[)' hones/. Bui I reali::ed I cun ·1 sm· thi.1 about this group or Iha/ group.
Soi wa.1 111ore political/v ho11est. Bw ·r /eumcd how prejudiced, hiased. and
\/ereonping f rean,· (//11. E1·e11 if f Cl/11 ll /JCTS0/1 'sfi'iend, I'm lhinking about
1he111 as u memhcr of some group.
Jiex: Ye.,. [ know. fou hul'e 10 .,1ruggle so hard with all 1h01 wm 've learned
heforcji-m11 tht' outside. Tho.1e messages of prejudice arc alwavs there, getling in rhc wa,· o/ having open i11tcrae1io11s. All of rhe di{ficuln· this socielY
ha., in dealing wi!l1 difference ends up being plaved our 011 w1 individual
/e1·e/, ,·ven if vou 1,.- nor to, el'e/1 i{vou know bell er. The worst of' ir is that
en:11 when _,·011 Irv lo unlearn these prejudices. they seem to haunt rhe under, urre11ts uf" relarionship, 1hev hecmne that which isn't said. It tokes coura,Qe and work 10 sm· rhem and in 1his wav perhaps to begin lo make them
go Lnvay.

A1.cx: Of course. my answer lo this 4uestion depends upon the community
with which I am producing video, because I carry different biases for different
communities. If I was describing rny preconceptions about the women in
WAYE versus what I thought I knew about the Swarthmore College students
with whom I produced Safer and Sexier: A College Student '.1 Guide to Slifer
.\ex, l wnuld have two different but related answers.
In the first case, working with the women in WAYE who were for the most
part lc,s educated than me, and who were all women of color who lived out,ide of Manhattan, I was certain that some of my lifestyle choices would not
be'. accepted by the other gmup members: living as a single woman, living in
the Ea,l Village. Ii is interesting to consider why I cared about this acceptance. Did I want them to like me, respect me, understand me, follow me'? I
remember trying to keep my political beliefs and commitments quiet: I didn't
want people to know I was a fernimst, or that I had gay friends, or even that I
was an AIDS activist. I was embarrassed about what I perceived to be my econnmiL and educational privilege, and tried to hide it by not talking like an
imellt:ctuaL m not referring to the ways and places in which I live my life
drips l had taken, where I went to college). Yet. of c"urse, as Juanita reminds
me. ,w were all quick to make assumptions about each other, give each other
title,: Sharon the strong one. Carmen and Aida the religious housewives,
~.farcia 1hc cold social worker, Glenda the comedian. Juanita the weird one.
:\kx the white girl.
Of c·nurse, being white did not help in this awkward camouflaging process
where w,· c1ll l1 ied to hide the weird part, from each other. Initially it seemed
that in this context Ill)' whiteness wa, my greatest liability-I couldn't erase it
, ,r cover it up -and everyone could sec that I did not fit in. The misconceptinn, allowed by privileging my difference (whiteness) were rooted in my
,1mple-rninded nmllatinn of race, education, cla,s, and politics: as if a less
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educated pcr,on couldn't he polit1cally liberal or radical, as if a Christian
women couldn't challenge her religion\ dogma, as if a working-class black
woman couldn't he highly educated. It took time and conversation to begin to
understand the very inaccurate way that our skin colors gauge the full meanings of our differences. For of course it was not only my whiteness that was
"different" here. The six women of color in our group-from a variety of
ethnicities, religious upbringings, classes, educational backgrounds, and political outlooks--were as different from each other as they were from me.
Making video together allowed for, made necessary, the kinds of conversations that forced us to see beyond the visible differences that tend to disalluw
communication across difference in our society (I'm thinking here not only of
skin color but also the markers of class, neighborhood, and ethnicity that arc
worn on the body: clothes,jewelry, hairstyle, weight). When you're working
closely with people on a difficult project like a video about issues that matter
to each member of the gronp, it's almost impossible to not speak with the
words that make you most comfortable, or about your particular life experiences, or about your beliefs and values. And as you begin lo reveal those politely protected spaces to people (my parents are professors, I eat bagel.,, I am
not planning to get married or have kids for a long time, if ever), others begin
to do the same. When people who are different from each other start talking
together, they begin to see how their stereotypes arc inaccurate, they see the
ways that their most obvious or visible differences mask both similarities nnd
differences. What I learned seems obvious but hard lo know in a society that
teaches us to place a premium upon what distinguishes us from others: I
learned that race, class, gender, education, life experiences, political beliefs.
and social values don't line up neatly, don't necessarily imply any one thing
about the others.
On the other hand, when I worked with my college students (a group who
shared only an elite liberal arts college educational background in common),
the prejudices which strnctured this interaction were similar, if only coming
from the opposite direction. I assumed that we were all 1imilar, that we could
take political beliefs, class. race, lifestyle, or values for granted hecause or ,nir
shared educational position. When we talked with each other in the proce,;s of
making a video around an issue to which we are all committed, we learned
how different we are. In this case, the group was constituted uf men and
women, a cheerleader, a frat hoy, a safer-sex educator, a premedical student.
a videomaker. The students were white, African Americrn, Asian American.
Jewish, Catholic, straight, bisexual, asexual, conservative, liberal, sexual I:, naive, and sexually active. We all said we were HIV -negative and we all shared ,1
commitment to making a safer-sex video, but our interpretations nr saler "",,
not to mention sex, varied: we disagreed on the viability of showing real
on screen, about the importance of celibacy as a method of safer ,ex. ,ilmni
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hnw to repre,ent women's bodie,. It became clear that our shared educational
privilege· ,erveJ to mask the other traits which distinguish us. The only way to
work together on the video was to talk together to learn about what we could
agree upon.
Wherea, 1 believe that race falsely marked what I perceived to he irreconci lahle difference, for the participants in the WAVE project, education (and
thu,, class I signified what I misperceived to be a common base for the indiv1duab involved in the Safc·r and Sexier project.
JLA:-.JITA: I have to admit that when I am shooting a video with community
groups. 1 hn<l that a lot of my own personal prejudices, stereotype,, or biases
come up. This generally happens when I am dealing with people whom l con,idcr different from myself. When lam with people from less educated background,. I try to not talk with words that l assume they will not know, or I try
to talk their language, hut at many times I just sound phony. I am more careful of what I wear; if I am with a church group, my pants will not he as tight,
no low-neck blouse, or jeans. If I am to be with a homosexual group. I try to
dress trendy. Many times this even extends to where l choose to take people
fn,m different communities to lunch. I have found many times that people
from lower income groups are more relaxed eating at fast food places rather
than restaurants.
Alth<>ugh I have been around many people affected or infected by AIDS, I
still feel that I have to be cheery and go nut of my way to show that I am not
afraid of them by drinking and eating their food or touching them. I tend to
expect people to not know nr want to know as much as I do about AIDS.
When I am dealing with people from different races, classes, and genders, I
tend to feel wary. that they will not accept me. To ward off these feelings inte1i'ering with the video and to get the chance to experience the real people, I
have lo make an effort to accept them. I do this through listening to and com1uunicatrng with the real people rather than their races. classes, or genders.

confidence about how to be with people who arc rnfected: I don't know what
is the right thing to say. Should I mention their illnes,. should I act like thev
are or are not sick, like they will or will not die"' I deal with my own stubh,;rn
belief in my mortality. as if the!f infection confirms mv own h~alth. I deal
with my own fear of death, my own hypochondria. as ·1f their infection is
proof of my own.
If this 1s a group where I am ·'other" due to race, .:lass. or sexual preference, I deal with my own uncertamty about how others see me. What do
pe_ople of color really think about white pcopte· 1 What do poor people really
thmk of more privileged people ·1 What do young people think of older
people') What do married women think of single women' 1 Do they like my
clothes, my hair. do they understand how I talk"' I worry that I have tu like
everyone and if I don't it's a sign of my internalized ra;ism or sexism or clas,ism. I worry what they say about me when I'm not around. Mavbe I'm too
bossy, too closed. too much in command. I worry about what ~y responsibilities are to others. What do I owe people with whom I make educational
video'1 What do they think I owe them·> I carry a great deal of guilt, alway,
thinking people want more of me than I can provide.
·
JUANITA: When I have to deal with any group in which I am the "other,"
personal issues pop up. The fact that I am shy and insecure makes me anxiou,, which stresses me both emotionally and physically. I am very liable to
have an anxiety attack when meeting a group. Tht' main cause not being because I dislike the people. but because I do not want to offend. 1 take oreat
pains with dress and how I am going to introduce myself. Many time: I havt>
to overcome learned prejudice and stereotypes. The only wa1 I can do thi, is
to open my eyes. ears. mind. and heart to people. When I find myself uncomfortable with a different race. class. or culture. I make it a priority to extend
myself. For example. I will go to their homes and eat their food, or I will take
them to my home. I get to know them and let them get to know me. I do not
talk down or up to them, nor do I make judgments. I have even overcome
automatically expecting people from my own race, culture, and gender to behave and have the same beliefs that I do.
Another personal issue for me is being the responsible person. I have never
liked assuming this role. Responsibility carries with it the expectation that
one is in the know: I am rarely in the know. I do not know what goes on in
people's lives when I am not around. I do not know what affecb them and
what does not.
It is especially hard for me to take responsibility in producing a video about
AIDS because even after four years as an AIDS activist and two years as an
AIDS video activist, I still feel like a novice. This goes back to my insecurities based on the fact that I am the "other" even with people I work with. As I
see it, they do not come from the ghetto and I live there; they have more political savvy and are not tied down with children; they know how to speak and

What are the personal issues you have to deal with when you enter
into a group dealing with AIDS where you are the "other"?
i\iex: It 1,·as interesting to me how hoth our answers expressed how hard it is
to do work ~rith people wlw feel differentfi·om vou: we both spoke of being
\'CIT rnlnerablc, 1111certai11. and lacking selj~confidence. But then, especially
if1·011 're in charge, rnu have to he able to put a good face on it anyway.
Jwmira: I a/wavsfi'e/ like I qm the other. When I enter a group, I am the othe1:
Rw I also know thal sometime durinf? the process I can become.fi·iends with
n·ernme in the group because I can .find something in common with each of
them. l"et when its m•er, I am the other again.

Aux If I am making video with a group of people who arc HIV-positive,
I deal with my sadnes,: I wish they waen't infected. I deal with my lack of
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have n" i11'ecuritie,. I know logically that they all have problems just like
do. hut still it\ hard to see frnm my eyes. I see them as free and a part
()th,'r. l ,ee me as a part, but also on the outside.

Is it necessary to detach wizen dealing with a11 AIDS gmup? H•
do you manage to detach from the real emotions, or da you! ·
4/cx: Thi., was" hard q11esrionfr,r me because since ,n\· fi·irnd Jim died I
been doing a !or ofwor/.:. lo no/ lhink ahour rhis parr olAIDS 1vo,k ft'.r
lo lhin/.:. u/Jolil A/iJS as a political i.1-11ie. This q11esrio11 asked me ro
more ahout 1he othe1; more 01101imwl s111jJ:
.!,wnila: Thut 's of/en whr people hm•e a camera infiw11 o(their e_ve.1.
/\tE\: Ye,. I gue,s it is necessary to detach when dealing with the ernoc ..
twn, and experiences raised when confronting AIDS. But the funny thing~·
that as much as I try to protect myself from being hurt or vulnerable in rut
A.IDS vidcc, gruup. there arc always words, or images. or experiences wbidl
make their way in. I imagine, finally. that this is why I do this work: not bei
c·ausc I want to be ,afc but because I want to be confronted or shocked or
upset. I want to feel deep emotions, even if they hurt. This is because the
way to live day to day in a life surrounded by AIDS is to be numh. ln mv
t,,-day life and in AIDS video groups, I detach from difficult emotions a';.
tl10ufhh by thinking that I've already heard or seen something before, I'\'e
alreitdy worked through or resolved a particular crisis ( what someone with
Kapl.si \ sarcoma all over his body !ooh like. what to sav to a wife with· ·
children who has recently lost her husband, how to talk t;, someone who
too young to die). In my day-to-day or within a group. I deal with earh
a.s practically as I can. and then I can tell myself rve resolved that, it's out of'
the way. In AIDS video groups we all enter with these hard shells defending,
us· -all the issues we ·ve confronted and golten past. The power of working'
,,n a video with people who are affected by and committed to AIDS i, that·
)'<HJ know, often without saying, that they·ve seen similar horrors with their
eyes, that they've confronted similar traumas. and that they too have lived ·
thrnu1ch it. probably also by hardening up and closing down. We all enter a
group pretending that we would never want to share what really happen~ in
our lives. It is startling how rarely we can keep up this pretense. Producing
v 1den is about making a commitment to externalizing. making visible
fears and images, to yourself and to others. But this is not a simple purgint. or
a release for release's sake. like saying it will make it go away. Rather, making:
and Wdtching video allows both a context to release and expose vulnerahilitv'
and also a forum with which to productively transform these emotions into'
knowledge. C()!ll!nunication, images. or sounds from which we and others can
learn.

KNOWING LACI! OTHER

nf ddachment is necessary when de,il·
, with a group around the issue of AIDS. In my case, I know it is hard for

'JuANlfA: I believe a certain amount

to.detach my emotions. I feel for the person who is not Dnly facing an
· · disease but also a society which seems incurable in thell' prejudice
just forget a person or their family when the taping is over. I have to
in correspondence with them in some form. For this reason I am the
10 many HIV -positive people. When someone with A IDS dies. l cannot
· chmenl lo the family becau,e I know they will still be affected
other hand, I have trained myself that there are times when I mu,t
realize that I need to detach so that I may view and hear what my
say without letting my emotions cloud my judgment. Many times I
aside the questions and just ask the subject t,i ,ay what she wants.
wav I detach during taping is to focus on the technical aspects like
and audio rather than analyzing the person\ speech. Nevertheless, I
ve that it is important to not become completely detached, as it can
.to losing the image of the real person.

CtJming from an academic, middle-class background, how do you
adapt that to dealing with people who come from poor, working-

class backgrounds and have very little education?
T11is was a difficult question olwut something I wo1-rv abuur a /or. IT nwdc

feel defensive.
: During the time I was wrilinR it, there H·ere things happening at \\'Orf.:.
ml' upser. Someone asked me whr, i( I didn't /.:.now some1/zi11g
nical. I just did11 '1 take a class abou/ it. I didn '1 have the moner. So !he
ion to rou was an a/lack (or something vou didn't do. f-lowel'er, inimade

r, I thouiht it was writtenf<;r both of'us.

f';,e alwavs rhought thar I co1ne
a middle-class background. Then I realized that I was one of' ··them,··
e poor people I asked about. I never saw you a.1 a prii•i/ef?ed person. II
'tin mr mind. I saw you as you. A weird person who dre.1.1es in weird
es.
Whr didn ·r vou see me as privileged? When did vou decide that I was'
: 'You wer~ free. You 're not a 1110/her slue/.:. in wmr hm1.1e ivirh those
'ldren. You ivere going Oil a trip or something. But even so, I Think we
ve the same commitments. It'., just that I can be more jealous or enl'ious.
want to be That person.
x: Wltat do I have that _vou 1hink you want:'
llianita: Freedom.
Afe.t: Freedom 10 do what?
.Juanita: Go where vou want. Not have to be 1he other.
'Jex: Tlwt'.f probahlv true. I do have those freedoms. So I can sm· a., much as

tou
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/ 11 uni u/,ollf our si111ilari1ies. and hmr l'ideo can /Jrin?, us loge/her. bur the
hm10111 line i.1 1/1111 I alH'ays hm·t' Ct'nam prii·ilegt's. I can a/wars leave.
J:u111iw: fou said thal w111 co11/d11 '1 huh: being while in !ht· WAVf: group whm
11 e 1nTc ail /Jlack. We all .1hould hm•e had Thal feeling ol diflerence- -that
"'" 11·cre all diJfere111j1·m11 each O!hl'I:

ting to know each other ,o that we could respect each ,)ther. learn from each
other. and produce something we could all he proud of. We ,o rarely struggle
with how and whv we can communicate with people who are raised and live
differently from ~s. A video pro_1ect can be a perfect forum to reach fur thi,
kind of revealing. if challengmg. interaction because there is the potential of
something tangible. respectable. and important at the end of the process-a

Aux: My answer relate, a lot lo Juanita\ que,tion I. about biases. Bec:rn,c of cour,c. even after I've lfone many videos with communities who are
'"d1ffrrent" from my ,elf, and have learned how my biases. stereotypes. and
lhL· indfcctlve interpers,inal strategies they promote get in the way of good
wurk. it\ ,till very difficult to do anything but treat people like the visible
trails they present to you when you initially begin a video project together.
'><> bevnnd the mi,takcs I rnevitahly make where I assume I can figure all of a
person out becau,e of one noticeable component of their personality (education. race), I deal with my ditterence hy asking myself difficult questions.
What compeb me to work with people who are less privileged than me'' Why
don·t I "'ork with my peers'.' Who arc my peers'' Am I motivated by liberal
guilt'.' Am I motivated hy a voyeurisllc curiosity about others·) Am I slumming·)
I created the WAVE project i and others like it) out of a belief that although
the,e question, are vital, their often scary answers should not invoke paraly,i,. Instead. I attempt to work from the belief that people who are different
from each other can work together, get LO know each other. strive to under,tand what they ,hare in common; the belief that the acces\ I have to funding.
equipment. and knowledge is better shared than hoarded. So instead I supplelllL'lll the fir',t set of questions with another. How can I account for my power
and privilege while also accounting for others' power and privilege which
may take forms which are less obvious to me'J How can a group of people see
beyond their olwious differences to begin to acknowledge their similarities·>
Why would they want to'' Why would people who are less privileged than me
"ant to work with me'' The answers to these questions support a new model
ut video production based upon an attempt to destabilize overt power imbalance, while maintaining a ,ense of self-awareness about how and where
power does exist.
I created a model for video production that attempted to learn from ethnographic films' failings. from cmss-cultural film work that did not account for
the power of u,111g a camera, asking the questions or answering them. or get1ing to leave when the project is over. Thus I envisioned and then implemented a long-term, ,upport group-based. collective form of production
where everyone in a group would shoot. script, and edit, where everyone
would be emotionally vulnerable. where everyone shared a political commitment to the video project. WAVE worked because we became coworkers and
friends. Not best friends. Nor tilm and video equals (I was the teacher, I had
the g.rant money, I was the project director). Not people who pretended that
we weren't separated in important ways. bur people who worked hard at get-

video.
JUANITA: I believe this question should he. How do you adapt yourself to
people who have backgrounds different from you·> In fact. when I think about
it now. I believe this question wa, written a, an attack on you as bcrng a .. privileged person" versus myself as a "put-upnn per,on."
There are many situations where I find that I have to adapt when involved
in AIDS video production. I find that l need to adapt myself to the moods pf
the subject. My attitude can become aggressive or passive to match the situation. Sometimes I can even be myself when I feel Ill tune with the subject. 1
find that I adapt by putting on many different hats. The Juanita who g,)e, after
funds has to be one hundred percent confident and dre,s presentably. A, opposed to when I go out to ,hoot on location with butterflies in my stomach.
When interviewing an HIV-positive person who wants to talk about AZT. I
can become very political, yet interviewing an HIV-positive person who ha,
kids can turn me maternal. I have had Ill adapt myself to thinking that It is not
my right to argue with a woman who takes AZT. not my right to argue with
the HIV-positive senior who is into radical therapy. I have had to adapt my,elf
to the realization that I am dealing with real people and real i,,ues. not just
abstract ideas. When I am on a deadline but my subjects cannot make it due to
personal reasons. I do not throw a fit but instead offer a helping hand.

Why do you think it's important to allow communities to tell their
HIV/AIDS stories through video?
Alex: That's an easv queslion. I've though! ahout ii so much. I didn't wall/ to
answer it. II 's what a/1 mv ll'ork has /Jeen about.
Juanita: Right. _mu rnn 't do this work without the co111111w1it_\' im·ofrcd in it
because no man's an island. El'crWhing affects n·er:v1hi11g. II made me 1/1111/..:
of something Sharon said: "Alex run the group. all 1he ideas \\'l'ri' real Ir
hers." II was easv, reallv. 10 forget our different races and backgrounds. Im!
it is much lzarde; to for.~t'l 1/;e hierarchv of control.

ALEX: First off. it is important for communities to tell their stories through
video because the mainstream media provides us with such a limited vision of
what AIDS is. what it means. who it affects, how and why. Those of us involved with AIDS. and those who are not yet, need to understand the many
experiences of AIDS and need to pass each other information.
People affected by AIDS are the best AIDS educators. They speak with the
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words and image;, that their communities understand and feel comfortable
with. Video is central to this task because it provides people who have little
npportunity to imagine that their ideas count with a medium that organizes
their thoughts into a recogni:rablc, legitimate, and public form.
Finally, video provides a permanent archive of what we've done, what
we've known, who was here, and how AIDS has taken so much away.
JL;ANITA: I think that it is important to allow communities to tell about their
experiences dealing with HIV /AIDS because no one can understand or tell the
real story better than those who see it happening every day. An outsider can
only tell sn much. There is much that I do not see when I produce a video on
cultures different from my own. There is also a lot they do not tell me about.
·1ake for example when I was videotaping one family. I showed them as carefree although they were dealing with the disease. It was only later when I was
trusted in the community that neighbors let me know that this family was
dcali11g with more than one person who was HIV-positive.
When AIDS videomakers come into a community, they have their own
agenda which often doe, not correspond with that of the community. You
haw to grasp the concept that you can not tell the story without the commurnty\ involvement.

Conclusions to the Conversation
./11a11il!I: One o(rhe things! leamed.fi-m11 wriring rhis wirh rou \i'as more abo111
rhc WU\'S ire ,ice each olher. The ways 11·cfigurc tlwr rlze other person sail'
111. I ca111<· to 1·et' rou more a,1 a person rhan a filmmaker. You can ha1•e
i111ec11rilics. When I rea!i;ed rhar vou could have imecuritil\1, it was okar
/or 111c lo hr1\'c them and !hen i1 wa,1 also okav to put.forth
own ideas f'nd
adl'ic<'. I fwd so man,· .1tereo1vpes a/}(m/ _,·ou. The bigges/ rhing that broke
them H'<1.1 that Fideo w,u madc with vour college sllldents with all the sex in
ir. / ,1/11'0\'I !hough! Will were a goo,fr-good,·.
\ '"·' I don·, 1111denwnd 1rhr \'Ill/ think that about Ill<'. Ir makes 111e w1cm11.fi!rluhlc. I think that you 1hi11k too hight_,, o(me. Ir ·.1· a big burden .
./11a11T1a: Well, here\ 10111et/1111g I didn '1 sar during WAVE. Even !hough vou
w,,,., 1-,.,._,, comm111ed to the project and rhc people, you look some thingsfiir
gmn1ed }<>II didn't gel releases, and some people 111rncd uu/ lo not wan/ to
h,- i11 a 1·ideo !hat wo1 shm,•11 oil m•e, the counrrr. Then rou put Aida's pic/ll; eon th,•ffvcr, and her boy/i·irnd sm1· it, and it caused a big fighl .
. \In: I tdr rn/11crahle. Jr seemed /o 111e rhar in 11w11v wuvs vou all had the
/!<>H'CI. Like,Jor instance. 1rhlll does "the \\'/We girl" mean,'
l11u11ita: Ir S p/artul, /c{/\ing. Ir\ 1elf-effaci11g. We med ir to bring us all tog,,11,,,,. fl 11·.-1,1 a 11·ur /<Jr all o( us, ,l'ho didn't hal'c 10 much in common, to
talk WI(/ share. It kept you 011 the 011r1ide.
Alc.r: Did .,011 \'lop thinking that that's ll'ho I am.'
J11,1111ra: Sure. A.fler \\'Orking ll'ilil 1-011 \'llll /Jccum,· "!he di:::.r girl with the
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weird c:/othes." We were more .111re of each other and 01ir1·t'il'n. We didn't
need one person to get us all together.
Alex: Did you worry that this article, like WAVE. 11·as ulrimarelr m,· 1•rojec1 :'
Juanita: In the beginning I Jidn 'r wa/11 to do it. I thought wiu 'd end 1111 11·wlling
to do it with a real video person. Then l was afi-uid to write mv ,1uestio/l,\
without seeing voursfirsl. But l pushed mvsel(and wrole mine bc/i!rc l saw
vours. When I saw that \'ours weren't gigantic, /felt 1•er,· good abour mine.
Two people who are supposed to be such opposites sm· pre/I_'; similar thing1·.
For instance, I also try to camouflage parts o( mvsel( to get a/011g ,rirh
others.
Alex: I was mos! interested to see rhat difference affects us in simifur 11'11_\'S.
What distinguishes us is simply 1/1111 it i,1 in different contexts where II e }<'cl
different.
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